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Databases of environmental data, or more generally of scientifical/technical
problems, are substantially different from “classic” database applications (bank
transactions, merchandise systems etc.).
Normally the data models of these applications are very complicated. Compared to standard applications much more entities with complex relations and
interdependencies are involved. Furthermore, the context to be described by
the application often tend to change rapidly, e.g. if a new law is adopted. As
a consequence projects using the normal “linear” development model often
failed - sometimes the applications were outdated before they were finalized.
An iterative or “evolutionary” approach starting with a working prototype
which is subseqently enhanced is more promising. Ideally the data model of
an application can be changed or extended under normal operation without
programming.
The first UDIS (Umwelt-Daten-Informations-System) application is a database of waste water discharges which uses this evolutionary approch and aims
at maximal flexibility and extensiability [1]. From 1991 UDIS was developed as
a R&D project for the German Federal Environmental Agency by the Institut
of water endangering substances (IWS) of the Technical University Berlin and
Berlin based company RISA GmbH. The aim of the UDIS project was to facilitate the preparation of the numerous reports for different international bodies
such as the European Commisson or the Commissions for the protection of the
North Sea (OSPAR) or the Baltic Sea (Helcom). Meanwhile it is also used to
support the water enforcement authorities in Bavaria and Lower Saxony.
Within this project RISA developed general concepts for technical/scientific
database applications and generic tools in Tcl/Tk suitable for different applications. These concepts and tools are now used in database applications dealing
with waste water discharges, emission inventories, ground water and major
accidents of industrial installations.
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The central part of this concept is an entity management concept (Versionenund Seitenkonzept [Fig. 1, p. 3, Fig. 2, p. 4]) build on top of an RDMBS. It uses a
special data dictionary [2] which stores information of the conceptual as well of
the internal data model (entities, tables, relations ...)- more exact information of
the historic development of the data model (including transfer-functions of the
data from one version to the next). Furthermore configuration information for
the different tools are stored in the data dictionnary. This limits customizing
work to the insertion of parameters to the data dictionary.
The main tools which all rely on the data dictionnary and are implemented
in Tcl/Tk are:
• a maintenace tool for the data dictionnary
• a general purpose display and edit-tool [Fig. 3, p. 5, Fig. 4, p. 6]
• a transfer tool to export data and to transfer data from one data model
version to subsequent versions
• an import tool for external data (using a line oriented transfer format and
in future XML)
• a query tool which allows the generation of nearly arbitray complex SQLStatements using the technical terms of the conceptual data model (e.g.
point of discharge, measuremet, emission standard) [Fig. 5, p. 7, Fig. 6,
p. 8]
• a tool to check the plausibility of the data using datasets from external
transfer files as well as data extracted from one or several databases.
The comparison functions are Tcl-Scripts which are also stored in the
database.[3]
The database access of every tool is routed through a database abstraction layer
(DAL) which permits immediate change of the underlying database. Up to
now, the DAL supports Informix Online and Standard Engine through native
interfaces (isqltcl implementation by Srinivas Kurmar) and Access and Oracle
via ODBC interface (tclodbc).
The software environment Tcl/Tk and the implementation of the DAL have
been selected for total operating system and database system portability and
for guaranteed immunity against new operation system releases.
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Figures

Figure 1: Main database window ´Versioneneditor’
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Figure 2: Object browser ´Seiteneditor’
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Figure 3: Dynamic editor using the forms representation
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Figure 4: Dynamic editor using the table representation
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Figure 5: Query tool
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Figure 6: Report generated by query tool
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